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ENTERTAINMENT 



WORLDMATCH IS ENTERTAINMENT, 
INNOVATION AND CHOICE
WorldMatch o� ers premium gaming solutions to the most                            
successful online casino operators. Technology, innovation and 
quality are the guidelines along which our company moves. 

Our game portfolio is rich and wide and it will satisfy anyone who’s 
seeking pure entertainment. We keep enhancing our product            
portfolio with a constant innovation and a continuous increase of 
the content’s excellence.

More than 200 games, 160 slot machines with more than 100 game 
engines, 30 table games and all types of video poker for both 
desktop and mobile devices, with a large choice of con� gurations 
in terms of volatility, game features, winning frequency and multi- 
platform jackpots.

WorldMatch is made of substance, not just thrill. 
Our new releases are a striking example of how diverse our gaming 
range is. We always launch new themes and new adventures.

INNOVATION 

CHOICE



NEW RELEASES - Q1/2022



NEW RELEASES - Q1/2022



SLIDER GAMES



AVAILABLE FROM APRIL 27TH

AVAILABLE FROM MAY 11THAVAILABLE FROM 

UPCOMING RELEASES



GLOBAL



ITALY
ADM

198
BUENOS AIRES

LOTBA

37

BELARUS
GBMC

18
SPAIN

DGOJ

195

PORTUGAL
SRIY

89
BULGARIA

NRA

29

GEORGIA
MOF

137
COLOMBIA

COLJUEGOS

206

ENGLAND
GC

134

testing lab

WORLDMATCH IS GLOBAL
WorldMatch keeps developing and providing � rst-class software to the most important online casino operators globally.
One of our main purposes is to meet the regulatory requirements of each market we operate in. 
WorldMatch is continually in the process of certifying its games for the most important regulated jurisdictions.
We provide a broad range of customised games for each regulated market with the highest standard’s graphics, sounds and animations that will 
meet the expectations of any online casino. 



TRUSTPARTNERSHIP



BUSINESS 

WORLDMATCH IS PARTNERSHIP,
TRUST AND BUSINESS
WorldMatch is a well-established leading provider in the main            
regulated worldwide gaming markets. We deliver a full range of 
cutting-edge technology products across all gaming markets with 
consolidated results.

We o� er RTP variety, which means that every product is                               
available in di� erent math to o� er di� erent  RTP and to satisfy the 
taste of each customer. We guarantee our operators the highest                                           
performing games and content and the most innovative game  
engines on the market.

There are many reasons why we have been on the market 
for 20 years, but the most important is that our products                                                                        
never disappoint our clients. We have always been able to launch                            
innovative products on regulated markets and to continuously 
evolve our business.
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